Campus Political Groups Evaluate Effectiveness In 'Campaign 68

by Daryl Lynne Wapner

With the results of the recent national, state and local elections tabled, both the victorious and unsuccessful candidates are studying the outcome to evaluate the effectiveness of their campaign strategies.

Several non-political campus groups are looking back at their efforts this fall in an attempt to measure the value of their activities on behalf of the cause.

Twenty State students, under the guidance of Ken Breckenridge, boosted the campaign of Richard Nixon. Known as the Nixon Bus Bandwagon during the campaign, although Nixon lost the electoral college, these Nixon workers, despite losing their effort, had some positive results. The group worked everywhere on campus, handing out sign-outs, and made telephone calls to voters by telephone and assisted in driving voters to the polls.

The highlight of their effort was working on the Nixon Bus Bandwagon during the campaign. Although Nixon lost the electoral college, these Nixon workers, despite losing their effort, had some positive results. The group worked everywhere on campus, handing out sign-outs, and made telephone calls to voters by telephone and assisted in driving voters to the polls.

LAAC Open House Policy Impetus To Student Action

LAAC's open house policy became a center of attention this week as groups of students formed into one at simultaneous meetings last night in the uptown and downtown residence halls.

The meetings were set up and advertised mainly by a group of students representing a cross section of SUNYA's. The founders of the group are Joel Simmer, Charles Carroll, and Mike Gilbertsen of Alumni Quad. The student's goals are: closed doors during open houses, elimination of women's sign-outs and hours and eventually 24 hour open visits.

Presently, all proposals are in a bill form under LAAC consideration. The students have organized themselves in order to attend tomorrow's meeting so as to hear the report of the meeting above and submit questions.

The other changes must be made through Central Council, Faculty Student Committee, Student Council...
The few reds handed out Sunday signaled the end of the fall '68 Rush.

Now, the pledging.
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Kennedy Backers Begin '72 Race For Presidency

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (UPI) — Dealers at the president-
elect's former campaign headquarters called a red,
New York outfit called Hope (Help Organize People
Early) mailed out, for arrival
early Monday, green and white buttons
promising the American
League baseball club in the
nation's capital, the Washington
Senators. The next lecture in this series
announced the event's climate. The war,
unfortunately, is a unifying force
that brings in time the Arab and
Israelis who will work in his
organization will sit on the State College
Committee, Miss Bertini is president of the Young
Republican Club on campus.

Bertini Elected Sec'y Of CollegeRepublicans

Cathy Bertini, a sophomore at
the University, has been named
Secretary of the College
Republican Committee of New
York State. The appointment
was announced by Keith J. Roland,
New York State College
Republican Chairman.

In announcing the
appointment, Roland stressed the
great service Miss Bertini has
rendered to the party in the past and
her ability as a rising
young leader of the party.

He emphasized the great
commitment that the Republican
Party has to young people, and
indicated that with responsible
young students such as Miss
Bertini, the future of the party
looked bright indeed.

As Secretary of the State
College Committee, Miss Bertini
will assist in program development
and administration of the College
Group, which is an auxiliary of
the New York State Young
Republican Association and the
Republican State Committee. She
will also sit on the State College
Executive Board, the policy
making body for the group. Miss
Bertini served on the staff of
the New York State Teenage
School of Politics, held at Siena
College in Albany, in August.
Accidents, Thefts On Campus
Recently, an Albany motorist was allegedly assaulted by a youth on a public street. The Albany police are investigating.

The Albany motorist complained to University Security after reporting an incident. The youth, who was described as a white male, approached the car and attempted to break the passenger side window. The complainant was able to escape unharmed.

The Albany Police Department is currently investigating the incident. Anyone with information is encouraged to contact the University Security Department.

Campus Police are reminding students to be aware of their surroundings and to report any suspicious activity immediately.

Charlene Carr emphasizes the importance of community in preventing crime on campus.

Knowledge Is Not Enough Says 'Education Plus' Speaker
by Gary M. Alter

Charles M. Carr, a philosophy professor, spoke on the topic of 'Knowledge Is Not Enough'. Carr emphasized the importance of education beyond just acquiring information.

He discussed the concept of 'Education Plus', which includes emotional and spiritual development. Carr argued that education should aim to help individuals live meaningful lives.

Carr also highlighted the role of teachers in fostering a positive educational environment. He encouraged educators to create a space where students can feel supported and encouraged.

Mandatory Tax Policy Before Supreme Court
by Barry Krevchner

Students at SUNYA will have the opportunity to vote on a mandatory tax policy during the upcoming referendum. The referendum will be held on Wednesday, November 8th.

The mandatory tax policy, proposed by Paul Schlecht and Steve Kichen, aims to fund the University’s programs and services. It has received support from the Student Government Association and the University administration.

Students are encouraged to attend the referendum and to vote according to their beliefs.

Campus Chest Drive For Funds Begins

Campus Chest, the annual fund raising drive for the University, will solicit money through various methods and then will donate it to area charities.

The co-chairmen for this year are Linda Berdan and Debbie Byron. The drive is scheduled to take place in various areas of the University, including the Campus Center and the Perimeter Quad.

The Albany Daily Green will be the official newspaper for the drive.

Have you always prided yourself on your knowledge of history and literature? Do you and your friends sit around talking about the good old days of T.V. and radio? Have you always wanted to be in a trivia contest? Don’t fight your impulses! Show your knowledge! Campus Chest Trivia Contest—November 20th! Get a team of three (together and raise the enrollment for this great opportunity! Do you and your fraternities, sororities, and groups to show their spirits?
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Tax Shaft

To the Editor:

I find myself happy in these times? We have all had more crap crossing our plates than we could ever conceive of. But at least most of it is from without—all of us are being eaten by a non-existent and unknown force. We have been given the tools to do great things by ourselves, but the lack of leadership has made this process even more difficult.

To the Editor:

I feel I must respond to Mr. Soja's and Miss Battaglio's article entitled "True Spirit". One can cite an equal number of examples of spirit in the independent community. It is unfortunate that such a limited view of Greek life because they have personal enemies. If they are the same distortion. It is not the winning, but participation, that is important, a final example of independent group spirit can be found in the Bleecker Hall volleyball team. What other team brings its own cheerleaders and cheering section to every game? I hope that such a distortion will not hurt us.

To the Editor:

I was stunned because the College and its students are being used as pawns in political games. The College will continue to be a far better institution if we can keep from being used as pawns.

Pam Natter

True Spirit?

To the Editor:

I feel I must respond to Mr. Soja's and Miss Battaglio's article entitled "True Spirit". One can cite an equal number of examples of spirit in the independent community. It is unfortunate that such a limited view of Greek life because they have personal enemies. If they are the same distortion. It is not the winning, but participation, that is important, a final example of independent group spirit can be found in the Bleecker Hall volleyball team. What other team brings its own cheerleaders and cheering section to every game? I hope that such a distortion will not hurt us.

To the Editor:

I feel I must respond to Mr. Soja's and Miss Battaglio's article entitled "True Spirit". One can cite an equal number of examples of spirit in the independent community. It is unfortunate that such a limited view of Greek life because they have personal enemies. If they are the same distortion. It is not the winning, but participation, that is important, a final example of independent group spirit can be found in the Bleecker Hall volleyball team. What other team brings its own cheerleaders and cheering section to every game? I hope that such a distortion will not hurt us.

To the Editor:

I feel I must respond to Mr. Soja's and Miss Battaglio's article entitled "True Spirit". One can cite an equal number of examples of spirit in the independent community. It is unfortunate that such a limited view of Greek life because they have personal enemies. If they are the same distortion. It is not the winning, but participation, that is important, a final example of independent group spirit can be found in the Bleecker Hall volleyball team. What other team brings its own cheerleaders and cheering section to every game? I hope that such a distortion will not hurt us.
The record turnout of votes on Tuesday demonstrates that America is not going to give up faith in the democratic process. The two nations are divided not by the two party system, but by the revolutionary proletariat, but from the hard core racist. It went nary a dent in the electoral bloc. ''peace-freedom'' parties made record numbers and it was their vote the Democrats would have carried if they had not support.

The revolution on student tax, which is according to him a phoney; on the outside he accepts Nixon. We know Johnson was a phony, but on the inside we knew he was a lying, conniving white man. It looks like Nixon is a pious facade through and through.

Nixon won few votes from this America. It is rural and small town, middle and upper class. His personalism is the Middle West. The second nation was the Kennedy, Johnson, and then Hubert Humphrey's. It is black or minority white; it is young, and a good part of it is poor. It is urban and it throws a John Lindsay or a Lyndon Johnson.

And if it doesn't, all can be sure that Nixon will think up something. He is so good at saying "I am in this and are promoting everything, that only a fool would deny that he will be able to take care of all the nation's life.

A recent Madison Square Garden speech, for example, he said it was time to take off the gloves and sick it to "em," by manufacturing a list of no-no's committed by the demonic Democrats: war, crime, inflation, etc. Furthermore, he went on to offer his solutions.

The solution was so new and bound to be successful, I do not expect that President Nixon will succeed; as long as America I pray for his success.

In any case, I think it is better to stay together. It is in the world is depending on them.

But in any case, Nixon is now more than a foreigner, he is a good omen because, according to Governor Rockefeller of Ohio, Nixon believes "in God, the family, the people, and the press..." That should also mean everyone else. After four years the faith in the Nixon team is not as strong. As for a hostile Congress, a divided people, divided races, divided classes, and a divided nation. And if it doesn't, all can be sure that Nixon will think up something. He is so good at saying "I am in this and are promoting everything, that only a fool would deny that he will be able to take care of all the nation's life.

This is how a free campus publication operates, and far be it from me to tell the editor how to run this paper. I have felt the power of censorship for the past two years, and have not enjoyed the freedom of the press. This is not to say that every column was cut for purity's sake, but many times I found my words and expressions "good taste" differed with the opinions of the administration.

I cannot, however, blame the ASP, because when a student submits a column to the paper, the editor has an obligation to review it. But remember that the ASP is not interested in censors. It is interested in censors.
"Music and poetry can produce a catharsis that involves everybody. That's what I mean."

The Russian Club will present The Cranes are Flying, a Soviet film with Russian folk songs and contemporary English subtitles, on Wednesday, November 13, from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Assembly Room of the Campus Center. There is no admission fee.

The Cranes are Flying, which Time Magazine has called "an exciting experience and a revelation of the modern Russian mood." is a romantic drama of two young lovers caught up in the tragic events of 1941-1945. This Cannes International Film Festival winner has been one of the best received of the cultural exchange films, not only because of its youthfulness and universal note, but also because of its attitudes and cinema style are very revealing of contemporary Soviet life.

The story concerns Boris, a doctor's son who is very much in love with Veronica; they are certain they will marry and live happily ever after. But Boris is drafted by the army and he goes to live with Boris's family. She is seduced by Boris's cousin, a young musician, and Veronica doesn't love him, she marries him.

The family is forced to evacuate to Siberia, and Veronica goes along, writes letters expressing her marriage and yearning for Boris, but for a long time she cannot accept the fact that he has been killed on the front. When it is proven, she is able to free herself from her husband and go back to Boris, only by realizing that she must build a new life on the ruins of her old.
IFC - ISC ASK THE TORCH:

WHY?

1. Why do Greeks pay twice (student tax & $25/page) for their space in the Torch?
2. Why do all other S.A. recognized organizations receive their space free?
3. Why do Greeks have no say in the format of the pictures they pay for?

IS IT BECAUSE:

1. 80% of SUNYA'S constructive activities are Greek sponsored?
2. 20% of undergrad males and 19% of undergrad females are Greek?
3. 20% of the total population on this campus is Greek?
4. 90% of the Homecoming floats were Greek sponsored?
5. Greeks are the prominent participants in the Holiday Sing?
6. Greeks play a major role in AMIA?
7. 70% of Who's Who is Greek?
8. 73% of major activities Chairmen are Greek?
9. 50% of Central Council is Greek?
10. 70% of MYSKANIA'S members are Greek?
11. The University depends on Greeks during State Fair?

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Having gone virtually unnoticed this sports season, the League II stalwarts, Alpha Lambda Chi, have amassed a record unmatched by any other AMIA team this year at State. Their most recent triumph came in the final game of their season as they preserved an undefeated record, defeating APA, 9–6.

In the final game of their season, 43-0 to ALC. The outstanding performers for the season, 43-0 to ALC.

APA defeated Tappan 22-0 Saturday in a game that settled the question of just who was the best team in the League, if anything else, APA had already clinched the championship, but what remained to be seen was whether they actually deserved it. The outcome proved that they did.

APA won decision over UFS by forfeit. The first score of the game came on the second of two offensive downs for ALC following Wayne Fetter's fumble recovery. Quarterback Jerry Calvario immediately converted the champions to the ALC end zone on the identical play that produced the first touchdown. This brought the score to 12-0 at the end of the first quarter.

The second and third periods produced no scoring as neither team could mount a sustained drive, the ball changing hands numerous times. Tappan, playing with a new quarterback, Ted Murrow, was unable to coordinate a strong offensive attack.

In the fourth quarter, after Bennett had intercepted a Murrow pass, APA scored again. Tight end Dewey Eken snared a Torino aerial after the ball popped out of defender Royce Van Evra's hands. This made the score 19-0 and it remained that way until the next to last play of the game when John Carley kicked a twenty-five yard field goal to make the final score 22-0.

The third and probably most eventful two-game match with F-troop. Schuyler seemed at first to be the favorite, but F-troop's skill and teamwork proved too much for them and F-troop managed to retain t...